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Experts discuss how Greenland's warming climate—seen in its melting ice sheets
and retreating glaciers—could affect the rest of the world. Viewed from above,
Greenland offers an endless vista of whiteness interrupted only by scattered
ponds of azure-colored melt water. Ninety percent of Greenland is covered by
ice; its ice sheet, the largest outside Antarctica, stretches almost 1,000 miles
from north to south and 600 miles from east to west. But this stark view of ice and
snow is changing—and changing rapidly. Greenland's ice sheet is melting; the
dazzling, photogenic display of icebergs breaking off Greenland's rapidly melting
glaciers has become a tourist attraction. The Fate of Greenland documents
Greenland's warming with dramatic color photographs and investigates episodes
in Greenland's climate history for clues about what happens when climate
change is abrupt rather than gradual. Greenland's climate past and present could
presage our climate future. Abrupt climate change would be cataclysmic: the
melting of Greenland's ice shelf would cause sea levels to rise twenty-four feet
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worldwide; lower Manhattan would be underwater and Florida's coastline would
recede to Orlando. The planet appears to be in a period of acute climate
instability, exacerbated by carbon dioxide we pour into the atmosphere. As this
book makes clear, it is in all of our interests to pay attention to Greenland.
When a production company comes to River Heights to shoot some scenes for a
new movie, Nancy goes undercover on the set to discover who is behind some
threatening emails.
Isn't 'odd' just another word for 'special'? Adjust your vision and see the world
through the eyes of a unique little girl in a world too big for her. With pigeons for
family and a squirrel for a friend, life for Oddy-all of three inches tall-is plain
sailing as she flies on her brother Pikku's back, savours tasty seeds and jumps
about in hopes of someday sprouting wings of her own! But what will Oddy do
when thrust into the world of ordinaryand towering-humans? Who is she and
where does she really come from? Delve into the fantastical world of Oddbird, in
which the normal boundaries between humans and animals are blurred by
affection, joy and a dollop of the bizarre!
Swearing, it turns out, is an incredibly useful part of our linguistic repertoire. Not
only has some form of swearing existed since the earliest humans began to
communicate, but it has been shown to reduce physical pain, help stroke victims
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recover their language, and encourage people to work together as a team.
Swearing Is Good For You is a spirited and hilarious defence of our most
cherished dirty words, backed by historical case studies and cutting-edge
research. From chimpanzees creating their own curse words to a man who lost
half his brain in a mining accident experiencing a new-found compulsion to
swear, Dr Emma Byrne outlines the fascinating science behind swearing: how it
affects us both physically and emotionally, and how it is more natural and
beneficial than we are led to believe.
Have you ever wondered why ice floats and water is such a freaky liquid? Or why
chillies and mustard are both hot but in different ways? Or why microwaves don't
cook from the inside out? In this fascinating scientific tour of household objects,
The One Show presenter and all-round Science Bloke Marty Jopson has the
answer to all of these, and many more, baffling questions about the chemistry
and physics of the everyday stuff we use every day.
Clashing with a prominent fishing family that wants to increase profits by
dredging the reef, marine life activist Kara teams up with Paralympics sailing
hopeful Felix when a baby albino dolphin is caught in an old fishing net and
separated from its mother. By the author of Wild Wings.
There are, Alice decides, 272 horrible things left to happen to her in her life,
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based on the number of really horrible things that have happened already. She
figures that out after the disaster of the talent show. And she realizes that there is
no way to fend them off. But, she reasons, if you don't have a mother, maybe a
sister would help. Maybe lots of sisters. A worldwide sisterhood! Sisterhood
means more sympathy and less likely odds that the next horrible thing will strike
when Alice is by herself. But, Sisterhood also comes with a whole new set of
problems for Alice. Can she be Sisters with all three girls who want to be her
brother Lester's girlfriend? In fact, how do boys fit into Universal Sisterhood at
all? And how far should she you go when being part of the crowd means doing
something you don't want to do? Alice copes with life in her own way, and her
solutions to her endless problems are often funny and surprisingly right.
In this amazing eBook you can find more than one hundred facts about the
human body. Separated into sections such as the brain, vision, bones and many
more you will find some fascinating information inside! Whether you are working
on a human biology project or you just want to know more about how your body
works, this is an excellent addition to your bookshelf.
Science is an ever-growing, ever-changing field of study. Every principle, every
discovery is built on top of a previous discovery. Great scientists have studied
life, the environment, and the physical world trying to learn more about why
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things are the way they are. Readers gain insight to some of the greatest
scientific minds history has to offer, from Archimedes to Stephen Hawking.
Tilly's Reef Adventure is a delightful lift-the-flap book about a baby Green Turtle
who, against the odds, makes it into the ocean and begins her journey in the
seas of the Great Barrier Reef, meeting friends and foe along the way.
Our universe is filled with important questions that both captivate the minds of
scientists and capture popular imagination. This volume traces many of these
questions, shedding light on everything from time travel to the nature of atoms.
Divided into sections called Physical Matter and Forces, Space, Human Body,
Earth, Other Life-Forms, and Human Triumphs and Troubles, the book elucidates
the latest scientific theories in easy-to-follow, engaging terms.
From the bestselling author of Still Alicecomes a heartfelt novel about friendship
and a mother coping with the loss of her autistic son Olivia Donatelli's dream of a
'normal' life was shattered when her son, Anthony, was diagnosed with autism at
age three. He didn't speak. He hated to be touched. He almost never made eye
contact. And just as Olivia was starting to realise that happiness and autism
could coexist, Anthony died. Now she's alone in a cottage on Nantucket,
separated from her husband, desperate to understand the meaning of her son's
short life, when a chance encounter with another woman facing her own loss
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brings Anthony alive again for Olivia in a most unexpected way. In a piercing
story about motherhood, love and female friendship, Lisa Genova offers us two
unforgettable women on the verge of change who discover the small but
exuberant voice that helps them both find the answers they need. Fans of The
Reason I Jumpand The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time will love
Lisa Genova's story: always authentic and utterly moving. *'Remember how you
couldn't put down Still Alice? Well, clear your schedule-because you're going to
feel the same way' Jodi Picoult*
Publishers Weekly Most Anticipated Books of Fall 2019 A New York Times
Editor’s Pick People Best Books Fall 2019 Chicago Tribune 28 Books You Need
to Read Now Booklist’s Top Ten Sci-Tech Books of 2019 “It blew my mind to
discover that teenage animals and teenage humans are so similar. Both are
naive risk-takers. I loved this book!” —Temple Grandin, author of Animals Make
Us Human and Animals in Translation A revelatory investigation of human and
animal adolescence and young adulthood from the New York Times bestselling
authors of Zoobiquity. With Wildhood, Harvard evolutionary biologist Barbara
Natterson-Horowitz and award-winning science writer Kathryn Bowers have
created an entirely new way of thinking about the crucial, vulnerable, and
exhilarating phase of life between childhood and adulthood across the animal
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kingdom. In their critically acclaimed bestseller, Zoobiquity, the authors revealed
the essential connection between human and animal health. In Wildhood, they
turn the same eye-opening, species-spanning lens to adolescent young adult life.
Traveling around the world and drawing from their latest research, they find that
the same four universal challenges are faced by every adolescent human and
animal on earth: how to be safe, how to navigate hierarchy; how to court potential
mates; and how to feed oneself. Safety. Status. Sex. Self-reliance. How human
and animal adolescents and young adults confront the challenges of wildhood
shapes their adult destinies. Natterson-Horowitz and Bowers illuminate these
core challenges through the lives of four animals in the wild: Ursula, a young king
penguin; Shrink, a charismatic hyena; Salt, a matriarchal humpback whale; and
Slavc, a roaming European wolf. Through their riveting stories—and those of
countless others, from adventurous eagles and rambunctious high schooler to
inexperienced orcas and naive young soldiers—readers get a vivid and gamechanging portrait of adolescent young adults as a horizontal tribe, sharing
behaviors and challenges, setbacks and triumphs. Upending our understanding
of everything from risk-taking and anxiety to the origins of privilege and the
nature of sexual coercion and consent, Wildhood is a profound and necessary
guide to the perilous, thrilling, and universal journey to adulthood on planet earth.
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The international best-selling author of Rich Dad Poor Dad, shows readers how
to understand the past so that they can shape their financial future and use the
Information Age tools and insights to their financial advantage and to create fresh
start. Original. 80,000 first printing.
The Lowest Heaven is a new anthology of contemporary science fiction
published to coincide with Visions of the Universe, a major exhibition of space
imagery at the Royal Observatory Greenwich. Each story in The Lowest Heaven
is themed around a body in the Solar System, from the Sun to Halley's Comet.
The stories are illustrated with photographs and artwork selected from the
archives of the Royal Observatory, while the book's cover and overall design are
the work of award-winning South African illustrator Joey Hi-Fi. Items from the
Royal Observatory's collection of astronomical photography will also be on
display as part of Visions of the Universe, alongside images from world-class
telescopes and recent space missions. The exhibition opened in June at the
National Maritime Museum.
The "Chelsea Lately" panelist imparts humorous advice about finding love by
putting oneself first, sharing anecdotes and Q&A-style romance tips to counsel
women on how to avoid exploitative relationships.
In this “richly imagined” dystopian vision, mankind must find a way to survive as
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modern civilization slowly comes apart (O, The Oprah Magazine). When Earth
ran dry of oil, the age of the automobile came to an end; electricity flickered out.
With deprivation came desperation—and desperation drove humanity backward to
a state of existence few could have imagined. In the tiny hamlet of Union Grove,
New York, every day is a struggle. For Mayor Robert Earle, it is a battle to keep
the citizens united. As the bonds of civilization are torn apart by war, famine, and
violence, there are some who aim to carve out a new society: one in which might
makes right—a world of tyranny, subjugation, and death. A world Earle must fight
against . . . In his shocking nonfiction work, The Long Emergency, social
commentator James Howard Kunstler explored the reality of what would happen
if the engines stopped running. In World Made by Hand, he offers a stark glimpse
of that future in a work of speculative fiction that stands as “an impassioned and
invigorating tale whose ultimate message is one of hope, not despair” (San
Francisco Chronicle). “Brilliant.” —Alan Cheuse, Chicago Tribune “It frightens
without being ridiculously nightmarish, it cautions without being too judgmental,
and it offers glimmers of hope we don’t have to read between the lines to
comprehend.” —Baltimore City Paper
Considering studying mathematics at university? Wondering whether a
mathematics degree will get you a good job, and what you might earn? Want to
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know what it's actually like to study mathematics at degree level? This book tells
you what you need to know. Studying any subject at degree level is an
investment in the future that involves significant cost. Now more than ever,
students and their parents need to weigh up the potential benefits of university
courses. That's where the Why Study series comes in. This series of books,
aimed at students, parents and teachers, explains in practical terms the range
and scope of an academic subject at university level and where it can lead in
terms of careers or further study. Each book sets out to enthuse the reader about
its subject and answer the crucial questions that a college prospectus does not.
In the tradition of Silent Spring and The Sixth Extinction, an urgent, meticulously
researched, and groundbreaking book about the ways in which chemicals in the
modern environment are changing—and endangering—human sexuality and
fertility on the grandest scale, from renowned epidemiologist Shanna Swan. In
2017, author Shanna Swan and her team of researchers completed a major
study. They found that over the past four decades, sperm levels among men in
Western countries have dropped by more than 50 percent. They came to this
conclusion after examining 185 studies involving close to 45,000 healthy men.
The result sent shockwaves around the globe—but the story didn’t end there. It
turns out our sexual development is changing in broader ways, for both men and
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women and even other species, and that the modern world is on pace to become
an infertile one. How and why could this happen? What is hijacking our fertility
and our health? Count Down unpacks these questions, revealing what Swan and
other researchers have learned about how both lifestyle and chemical exposures
are affecting our fertility, sexual development—potentially including the increase in
gender fluidity—and general health as a species. Engagingly explaining the
science and repercussions of these worldwide threats and providing simple and
practical guidelines for effectively avoiding chemical goods (from water bottles to
shaving cream) both as individuals and societies, Count Down is at once an
urgent wake-up call, an illuminating read, and a vital tool for the protection of our
future.
"Tom King's debut novel opens in an imaginative world of comic book
superheroes struggling to take on normal lives after sacrificing their powers to
save the world"-Take a tour through your body and the many ways it can fail in What's Wrong
with You? An Insider's Guide to Your Insides. Everybody has a body, and
everybody gets sick. But unless you go to medical school, the mechanisms
behind your medical symptoms remain a mystery. Why do you get diarrhoea
when you’re stressed? Why do both teenagers and bodybuilders get acne? Why
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do you feel like yawning when you’re tired, nervous, or when you think about
yawning (like now)? Why do many men go bald, but women don’t? Over a billion
health-related Google searches – more than one in every 15 Google enquiries –
are made every day. Ask ‘Dr Google’ about your headache or fever and it will
spew forth a bewildering, and often terrifying list of possible diagnoses, invariably
topped by brain cancer or a parasitic infection. What Dr Google won’t tell you is
the infinitely more interesting bit: what's actually going on in your body to make
you feel sick. In What's Wrong With You? Dr Sarah Holper takes you on an
extensive tour through your body, explaining how its failings cause your medical
symptoms. Packed with memorable patient encounters, cultural diversions,
historical oddities and insider doctor secrets, Dr Holper arms you with the
knowledge you need to understand why your body reacts to illness the way it
does. If you’ve ever wondered why you’re dizzy, burpy, baldy, chesty, deafy or
sniffy – What’s Wrong With You? is for you.
Love is me, and love is you. You see, when you smile I smile too. When you’re
around, the skies are blue. It’s like being happy . . . times two! Monica
Sheehan’s delightful follow-up to Be Happy! reminds readers about the
surprisingly simple acts that demonstrate love: giving a hug, sharing your toys,
being a good friend, and much more. This vibrant, uplifting title all about love
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makes a perfect gift for Valentine’s Day or any time of the year!
Want to impress your buddies at the bar? Need to think of something interesting
to do at the next family gathering? Want to learn a bunch of random facts about
history, science, true crime, and the paranormal? Pick up Interesting Stories for
Curious People, the ultimate guide book for a plethora of interesting facts about a
whole bunch of several different topics. A quick read packed with information
from cover to cover. Here you will find out: How did a Frenchman successfully
use a spontaneous combustion defense during a murder trial? How did a
German teenager help end the Cold War? Why did some really smart guys think
foam houses would be the wave of the future? What is a chupacabra and why
are there two of them? Did Cleopatra really die from a snake bite? You'll be glued
to the pages of this book reading interesting fact after interesting fact as
Interesting Stories for Curious People brings you the in-depth knowledge of some
things you may have heard about and always wondered, but now will learn the
truth. You'll finally be able to separate fact from fiction and will be surprised to
learn that some of the things you've been told, even by your teachers, was just
plain wrong! Whether you are a trivia maven or just a person who likes to learn
new things, you'll learn something new and find yourself entertained as you
discover some of the most fascination criminals, ghost stories, strange habits of
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historical figures, and just weird things that are a part of our world. So open this
book and your mind and see another side of things that you may not know
existed.
Behind the magic of Harry Potter—a witty and illuminating look at the scientific
principles, theories, and assumptions of the boy wizard's world, newly come to
life again in Harry Potter and the Cursed Child and the upcoming film Fantastic
Beasts: The Crimes of Grindelwald Can Fluffy the three-headed dog be
explained by advances in molecular biology? Could the discovery of cosmic
"gravity-shielding effects" unlock the secret to the Nimbus 2000 broomstick's
ability to fly? Is the griffin really none other than the dinosaur Protoceratops?
Roger Highfield, author of the critically acclaimed The Physics of Christmas,
explores the fascinating links between magic and science to reveal that much of
what strikes us as supremely strange in the Potter books can actually be
explained by the conjurings of the scientific mind. This is the perfect guide for
parents who want to teach their children science through their favorite adventures
as well as for the millions of adult fans of the series intrigued by its marvels and
mysteries. • An ALA Booklist Editors' Choice •
An exploration of one of the most universal human obsessions charts the rise of
longevity science from its alchemical beginnings to modern-day genetic interventions
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and enters the world of those whose lives are shaped by a belief in immortality.
Fun and fascinating, 89 simple magic tricks will teach both children and adults the
scientific principles behind electricity, magnetism, sound, gravity, water, and more. Only
basic everyday items are needed. Includes 89 black-and-white illustrations.
The Musician’s Guide to Theory and Analysis is a complete package of theory and
aural skills resources that covers every topic commonly taught in the undergraduate
sequence. The package can be mixed and matched for every classroom, and with
Norton’s new Know It? Show It! online pedagogy, students can watch video tutorials as
they read the text, access formative online quizzes, and tackle workbook assignments
in print or online. In its third edition, The Musician’s Guide retains the same studentfriendly prose and emphasis on real music that has made it popular with professors and
students alike.
Conventional chronologies of world history concentrate on the reigns of kings and
queens, the dates of battles and treaties, the publication dates of great books, the
completion of famous buildings, the deaths of iconic figures, and the years of major
discoveries. But there are other more interesting stories to tell--stories that don't usually
get into the history books, but which can nevertheless bring the past vividly and
excitingly to life. Imagine a history lesson that spares you the details of such seminal
events as the 11th-century papal-imperial conflict, that fails to say much at all about the
1815 Congress of Vienna--and that neglects entirely to mention the world-changing
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moment that was the 1521 Diet of Worms. Imagine instead a book that tells you the
date of the ancient Roman law that made it legal to break wind at banquets; the name
of the defunct medieval pope whose putrefying corpse was subjected to the humiliation
of a trial before a court of law; the identity of the priapic monarch who sired more
bastards than any other king of England; and last but not least the date of the demise in
London of the first goat to have circumnavigated the globe twice. Imagine a book
crammed with such deliciously disposable information, and you have History without
the Boring Bits. By turns bizarre, surprising, trivial, and enlightening, History without the
Boring Bits offers rich pickings for the browser, and entertainment and inspiration
aplenty for those who have grown weary of more conventional works of history.
Benjamin Franklin was a pioneering scientist, leader of the Enlightenment and founding
father of the USA. But perhaps less well known is that he was also the first person to
use artificial respiration to revive an electric shock victim. Odder still, it was actually
mouth-to-beak resuscitation on a hen that he himself had shocked. Welcome to some
of the most weird and wonderful experiments ever conducted in the name of science.
Packed full of eccentric characters, irrational obsessions and extreme experiments,
Electrified Sheep is the follow-up to the bestselling Elephants on Acid. Watch as
scientists attempt to blow up the moon, wince at the doctor who performs a selfappendectomy - and catch the faint whiff of singed wool from an electrified sheep.
"Evolution is one of the most powerful and important ideas ever developed in the
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history of science. Every question it raises leads to new answers, new discoveries, and
new smarter questions. The science of evolution is as expansive as nature itself. It is
also the most meaningful creation story that humans have ever found."—Bill Nye
Sparked by a controversial debate in February 2014, Bill Nye has set off on an
energetic campaign to spread awareness of evolution and the powerful way it shapes
our lives. In Undeniable: Evolution and the Science of Creation, he explains why race
does not really exist; evaluates the true promise and peril of genetically modified food;
reveals how new species are born, in a dog kennel and in a London subway; takes a
stroll through 4.5 billion years of time; and explores the new search for alien life,
including aliens right here on Earth. With infectious enthusiasm, Bill Nye shows that
evolution is much more than a rebuttal to creationism; it is an essential way to
understand how nature works—and to change the world. It might also help you get a
date on a Saturday night.
Almost every animal will at some time or another become the home of a parasite. Not
only are parasites the most successful life-forms on Earth, they triggered the
development of sex, shape ecosystems, and have driven the engine of evolution.
Zimmer describes the frightening and amazing ingenuity these commando invaders use
to devour their hosts from the inside and control their behaviour. Sacculina carcini
makes its home in an unlucky crab and proceeds to eat everything but what the crab
needs to put food in its mouth, which Sacculina then consumes. Single-celled
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Toxoplasma gondi has an even more insidious role, for it can invade the human brain
and cause personality changes, making its host less afraid and more prone to danger
and a violent end - so that, in the carnage, it will be able to move on to another host.
Finally, Zimmer concludes that humankind itself is a new kind of parasite, one that
preys on the entire earth. If we are to achieve the sophistication of the parasites on
display here in vivid detail, if we are to promote the flourishing of life in all its diversity
as they do, we must learn the ways nature lives with itself, the laws of Parasite Rex.
The creators of the YouTube channel AsapSCIENCE delve into biology, chemistry,
physics, and other hard sciences to offer entertaining and accessible answers to
questions on common topics ranging from brain freeze and hangovers to the
advantages of power naps.

"In their first-ever book, Mitchell Moffit and Greg Brown, the [guys] behind the
wildly popular YouTube channel AsapSCIENCE, answer your burning questions,
explaining the true science of how things work."--P. 4 of cover.
In You Are Here, celebrated astronaut Chris Hadfield gives us the really big
picture: this is our home, as seen from space. The millions of us who followed
Hadfield's news-making Twitter feed from the International Space Station thought
we knew what we were looking at when we first saw his photos. But we may
have caught the beauty and missed the full meaning. Now, through photographs
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– many of which have never been shared – Hadfield unveils a fresh and insightful
look at our planet. He sees astonishing detail and importance in these images,
not just because he's spent months in space but because his in-depth knowledge
of geology, geography and meteorology allows him to reveal the photos'
mysteries. Featuring Hadfield's favourite images, You Are Here is divided by
continent and represents one (idealized) orbit of the ISS. Surprising, thoughtprovoking and visually delightful, it opens a singular window on our planet, using
remarkable photographs to illuminate the history and consequences of human
settlement, the magnificence of never-before-noticed landscapes, and the power
of the natural forces shaping our world and the future of our species.
There are 196 countries on earth and none of them use purple on their national
flag! What's wrong with purple? It's such a popular color today. Why would no
country want it on their flag? Sometimes the simplest questions have the most
extraordinary answers! This is the incredible true story of purple! Take a journey
back to a time when purple dye was worth more than gold, diamonds or castles.
This book was inspired by our original animation that has gone viral across the
world. We decided to expand the story and enhance the art. Our mission is to
make learning fun and to teach ideas that you won't necessarily find in a
classroom.
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Utilizing easy-to-find and inexpensive materials, this handy resource teaches
desktop warriors how to build a multitude of medieval siege weapons for the
modern era. Novice combatants will learn to build 35 defense weapons, including
a marshmallow catapult, a chopstick bow, a bottle cap crossbow, and a
clothespin ballista. In addition to beefing up their Dark Age arsenal, would-be
warriors are provided with a number of targets on which to practice their shooting
skills. Clear diagrams, instructions, and safety tips for each project are included,
making construction of each of these weapons simple, safe, and fun.
Scientific breakthroughs are often regarded with suspicion, especially those that
diverge substantially from established theories. New ideas are tested by
scientists around the world to ensure that they hold up to scrutiny. This book
takes a look at the instances when, despite these precautions, the scientific
community got it wrong. The book includes the most infamous cases of fraud and
famous mistakes that initially had scientists fooled.
Emily Dickinson is best known as an intensely private, even reclusive writer. Yet
the way she has been mythologised has meant her work is often misunderstood.
This introduction delves behind the myth to present a poet who was deeply
engaged with the issues of her day. In a lucid and elegant style, the book places
her life and work in the historical context of the Civil War, the suffrage movement,
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and the rapid industrialisation of the United States. Wendy Martin explores the
ways in which Dickinson's personal struggles with romantic love, religious faith,
friendship and community shape her poetry. The complex publication history of
her works, as well as their reception, is teased out, and a guide to further reading
is included. Dickinson emerges not only as one of America's finest poets, but also
as a fiercely independent intellect and an original talent writing poetry far ahead
of her time.
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